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Most of the
Quality leaders face multitude of
challenges during their testing
transformation journey.
TFiB, a best-in-class solution,
addresses these challenges
and provides improved
testing efficiency, predictability
and accountability

Which is the Best Service Delivery
Tool/ Platform for me?
Common challenges faced by testing organization
There is a need for a better testing solution if answer to any of these questions is yes

Is the testing team spending lot of time in identifying/ improving relevant processes,
guidelines and templates?
Does your team lack clarity in roles and responsibilities?
Is the current operational model not scalable and flexible?
Is your decision making delayed due to Inadequate and timely metrics?
Are you looking for ways to improve testing cycle timely?

Test Factory in a Box™ –
Transform the way in which testing is performed in the organization

HCL has developed
TFiB, service delivery
platform to effectively
manage enterprise wide
testing with increased
transparency and better
accountability.

TFiB is a “One Stop Shop”
to launch enterprise
wide testing services.
It empowers relevant
stakeholders with visibility
and transparency into day
to day operations of the
entire test organization.

Testing Services are
launched through a robust
‘Target Operating Model’
- powered by tools and
guided by detailed workflow.
This Workflow seamlessly
integrates process, tools,
templates, guidelines, utilities
and allied organizational
enablers.

All services are
continually tracked
through a ‘Program
Dashboard’,
that provides a
comprehensive view
of the entire testing
landscape.

One stop shop to launch testing services for the entire test organization
Configurable Test Estimation model

Integrated workflow

Standardized Process Repository

Utilities to accelerate productivity

Reusable Assets

■ Process &Tool standardization
■ Accelerators, tools and
frameworks for specialized testing
for Performance, and Automation
■ Tool agnostic integration wrapper
platform
■ Process Monitoring - Task wise
effort & status
■ Configurable workflows
■ Clear transparent metrics and
dashboard reporting
■ In house Automation Framework
for multiple technology and tools
■ Knowledge Management
■ Accessible over multiple platforms
■ Domain and Technology Specific
Reusable Assets

Key Benefits
Services based on industry standard processes and methodologies powered by
HCL’s best practices
Dynamic workflows for efficient test management
Metrics and measurement driven platform to facilitiate
timely decision making
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Utilities to reduce the testing cycle time

HCL commits to deliver
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Ready to use domain specific test assets

20 to 25%

efficiency improvement in test planning
and test management through
successful implementation
of TFiB.

Seamless integration with leading commercial and open source tools

For more details please reach out to TeamTFiB@hcl.com

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through
values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration,
applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 110,000
Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 31 countries. How can I help you?

